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Airport
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Training and Education Center
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Breakout rooms
In-house Buffet Food Service
Accommodation

All hotels selected to host the participants are located within walking distance from the meeting venue.
Accommodation

http://www.emmantina.gr/
http://www.palmyra.gr/
http://www.oasishotel.gr/

and more…
Traveling to Greece

Athens International Airport
El. Venizelos (ATH)

Connects to the city center by:
Bus – Metro – Suburban Train - Taxi
Traveling around Athens

Using frequently scheduled bus and tram lines just outside the hotels and conference venue and you can get easy access:

• To the city center
  (sight seeing, archaeology & cultural tours, shopping and more)

• To the gulf coastal area
  (swimming, dining, walking, golf court, shopping)

• To Piraeus port
  (short – or maybe not so short – trips to the Aegean islands)

• To the metro/rail network
Metropolitan Rail Network

ATHENS Metro

Metropolitan Rail Network
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Piraeus

Metro, Tram & Suburban Rail Network
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Archeological sites

- Athens Acropolis Parthenon
- Roman Agora
- Kerameikos
- Temple of Poseidon (Neptune), Sounion
- National Archeological Museum
- Temple of Zeus
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Other Cultural Sites

National Art & Sculpture Gallery

National Christian and Byzantine Museum

Museum of Cycladic Art
Athens’ Cityscapes

City center

Coastal line
Bus, Train and Ferry networks provide access to nearby islands (Aegina, Poros), and cities (Chalkida, Nafplion, Delphi) and many more.
Greece from 569 miles up
Local Organizing Committee:
A. Coustenis\textsuperscript{1}, E. Dara\textsuperscript{2}, S. Krimigis\textsuperscript{2} (chair), M. Zoulia\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{(1)}-LESIA, Observatoire de Meudon, Paris, France; \textsuperscript{(2)} Academy of Athens, Athens, Greece

**Deadlines for**

- **Registration:** 01 March 2007 (?)
- **Hotel reservations:** 01 April 2007 (?)
See you in Athens…

Athens 2007
Cassini
PROJECT SCIENCE GROUP #42
4-8 June 2007

Detailed information will be published shortly at:
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